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HEAD AND NECK SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) ranks in the top ten of all cancers and 
encompasses the tumors that develop in the mucosal lining of the oral cavity, oro- and 
hypopharynx, and larynx. Annually 700,000 new cases are diagnosed worldwide and 
approximately 3,000 in the Netherlands alone. The incidence is gender biased: HNSCC occurs 
about two-times more often in males than in females 1,2. This bias may be related to the major 
classical risk factors for HNSCC; carcinogen exposure from tobacco smoke and (excessive) 
alcohol consumption, with concomitant exposure increasing the risk 3–5. A second risk factor 
for HNSCC is infection with a high-risk type human papillomavirus (hrHPV), particularly for 
tumors arising in the oropharynx 3–8. Finally, patients with certain hereditary syndromes may 
predispose to HNSCC development, of which the most prominent example is the genetic 
instability syndrome Fanconi anemia (FA) 9–13. 
The presence or absence of hrHPV is currently used to classify tumors in the oropharynx 4,5 
since these subgroups differ in progression-free and overall survival 14,15 as well as in clinical 
and molecular characteristics. The 2-years progression-free survival rates are 51-53% in HPV-
negative versus 72-86% in HPV-positive HNSCC, respectively, and the overall 2-years survival 
is 62-67% in carcinogen-induced HNSCC versus 88-95% in HPV-driven HNSCC 14–16. The most 
recent data from a Dutch cohort of 1,204 oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC) 
patients revealed a 5-years overall survival of 79% for the HPV-positive group and of 43% 
of the HPV-negative group 17. Consequently, HPV-positive and HPV-negative oropharyngeal 
tumors are considered as separate diseases. The large difference in prognosis led to an 
adaptation in the eighth edition of the TNM classification 18, with stratification based on high 
CDKN2A (p16INK4A, further abbreviated as p16) status as a surrogate marker for HPV status. 
CDKN2A acts as a tumor suppressor gene in HPV-negative HNSCC and is usually inactivated 
or lost, while in HPV-positive tumors the HPV E7 oncoprotein causes upregulation of p16 
(see also below) 19–22. The difference in prognosis furthermore led to treatment de-escalation 
in clinical trials for HPV-positive HNSCC, although this did not result in a more personalized 
treatment on basis of HPV status 23,24. 
Besides HPV status, HNSCC is furthermore classified in other ways as well. This is generally 
done based on the anatomical location (oral cavity, larynx, hypopharynx or oropharynx). 
Neoplasms in the head and neck region can in addition be medically classified using 
the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD 10) 
of the World Health Organization (WHO), describing HNSCC subsites in the International 
Classification of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O) codes C00 to C14 and C32. Lastly, HNSCC can 
be categorized on the basis of genomics and gene expression profiles 3 (see below). 
In this thesis, we will study HNSCC classified by etiology and genetic profile with a subdivision 
in HPV-negative tumors with many copy number changes (CN-high), HPV-positive tumors, 
tumors found in FA-HNSCC patients that are generally HPV-negative and CN-high, but 
developed in genetically predisposed FA-patients, and HPV-negative tumors with low 
copy number variation (CN-silent). This seems at present the most relevant ordination from 
the biological perspective. 
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HPV-NEGATIVE HNSCC

The major risk factors for HPV-negative HNSCC are tobacco and alcohol exposure 3,4,25,26. Cancer 
risk relates to exposure, generally defined in pack years, and particularly the combination 
with alcohol exposure increases risk synergistically 27. However, tumors may also occur 
occasionally in patients who hardly smoked or consumed alcohol, and the reason for cancer 
development in such cases is still elusive 3,28. Patients generally present with tumors de novo, 
but molecular research in the last decades revealed that HPV-negative HNSCC develops 
in and likely is preceded by precancerous changes in the mucosal lining of the head and  
neck region 4,29–34. 
Premalignant cells contain some of the tumor-associated genetic changes and copy number 
aberrations that are observed in the majority of HNSCC as well. These cells often form 
a premalignant field that is mostly invisible to the naked eye, but may be microscopically 
identified as dysplasia. Fields can be identified per definition by the use of genetic markers 
on DNA obtained from tissue or cells obtained through oral brushing 34–36. A subgroup of 
premalignant fields is macroscopically visible as leukoplakia (white lesions) or erythroplakia 
(red lesions) with a prevalence of 0.1 - 0.2% or 0.01 - 0.02%, respectively 37–39. Sometimes 
multiple independent premalignant fields are found in a patient, harboring different gene 
mutations or genomic aberrations 4,29,31, which can eventually evolve into a squamous cell 
carcinoma. As most of these fields are centimeters in diameter but not visible to the naked 
eye, fields may remain undetected and stay behind when tumors have been excised. When 
premalignant fields stay behind, new tumors could form in these fields, which are clinically 
assigned as local recurrences (within a distance of 2 cm from the original tumor and within 
a timespan of less than 3 years) or as a second primary tumors (located more than 2 cm from 
the original tumor or after 3 years of primary diagnosis) 33,40–42. The treatment of precancerous 
fields is challenging either because these are invisible or because the fields may cover large 
mucosal areas. Smaller visible abnormalities can be resected or treated with laser therapy, 
but often recur after treatment 38. 

HNSCC tumors in Fanconi anemia patients

In patients without exposure to tobacco or alcohol consumption, genetic predisposition 
may be a cause of HPV-negative HNSCC occurrence. Patients who suffer from the genome 
instability syndrome Fanconi anemia (FA) (text box 1) are at high risk to develop squamous 
cell carcinoma in the anogenital and head and neck region from adolescence on 43. FA-
patients have a bi-allelic germ line mutation in one of the 22 Fanconi genes (FANCA-G, 
FANCI-J, FANCL-W), associated with the FA/BRCA-pathway 10,43,44. The presence of HPV may 
be found in the oral cavity of these patients as well as in some of these tumors, but the large 
majority of the FA-HNSCC tumors is HPV-negative 12,45–47. 
HNSCC tumors in FA-patients develop from precancerous fields as well, and FA-HNSCCs are 
comparable to sporadic HPV-negative HNSCC in terms of displaying frequent chromosomal 
aberrations, TP53 mutations and CDKN2A losses, but are at least in part caused by another 

etiology; the deficiency of DNA crosslink repair caused by mutations in the FA/BRCA pathway 
(this thesis and 12,13,31,35. The defective FA/BRCA pathway compromises genomic integrity 
by the induction of frequent chromosomal breaks, after induction of DNA damage by for 
instance reactive oxygen species (ROS) or DNA replication fork stalling and collapse 11,48–50. 
However, the exact mechanism of squamous carcinogenesis in FA-HNSCC patients remains 
unclear. The likely culprits are aldehyde molecules that may arise from alcohol catabolism 
and other metabolic processes, which can form DNA crosslinks 51.
Treatment possibilities for FA-HNSCC tumors are restricted to surgical resection and 
sometimes fractionated γ-irradiation is tolerated (see below). However, treatment with 
interstrand crosslinking agents such as cisplatin, which is part of several treatment regimens 
for sporadic non-FA-HNSCC, are very toxic or even lethal for FA patients 43. Other therapeutic 
possibilities are urgently awaited to provide treatment options for FA-HNSCC, while avoiding 
synthetic lethal effects with FA/BRCA pathway mutations 52–55. 

Copy number silent HPV-negative HNSCC

A remarkable category of HPV-negative HNSCC is formed by the copy number (CN-)silent 
tumors 3,28,59. In contrast to the majority of HNSCC that show many copy number alterations, 
these tumors are characterized by a so-called silent genetic profile with very few chromosomal 
gains and losses, and often without a mutation in TP53. Clinically, these tumors seem to 
present more often in female patients with no history of alcohol and tobacco use, and 
the overall survival of these patients is more opportune than observed for tumors with high 
copy number changes 3,5,28. Mutations in FAT1, CASP8 and HRAS are relatively frequent found 

The FA/BRCA pathway is essential for the removal of interstrand crosslinks which form an 
obstacle during DNA replication in S-phase. DNA crosslinks can occur from endogenous agents 
like aldehydes, or chemical agents like nitrogen mustards, mitomycin C (MMC) and cisplatin 56–58. 
Fanconi anemia is an autosomal recessive genetic syndrome characterized by mutations in one 
of the FA-genes, except for FA-B caused by a mutation in FANCB, located on the X chromosome. 
Although a homozygous mutation in one of the FA-genes is not embryonically lethal, patients 
suffer from genetic instability and chromosomal breakage 10,11,43,56–58. This syndrome is clinically 
characterized by several physical abnormalities, such as microcephaly, skeletal abnormalities 
especially of the arms and hands and skin discolorations 11,43,58. Furthermore, patients often 
suffer from anemia and progressive bone marrow failure during childhood, and patients are 
cancer prone, particularly for HNSCC and acute myeloid leukemia. Treatment options include 
stem cell transplantation on the indication of severe bone marrow failure or the emergence of 
premalignant myeloid clones 10. Subsequently, from adolescence on, these patients are at very 
high risk to develop squamous cell carcinomas in the anogenital and head and neck regions, 
with an increased risk after receiving a stem cell transplantation 10,11,43. These HNSCC tumors in 
FA-patients cannot be treated efficiently.

Text box 1. Fanconi anemia
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in this subgroup, in contrast to TP53, AJUBA and NSD1 mutations which seem associated with 
HPV-negative HNSCC with high copy number variation 59. The precise carcinogenic process 
remains unclear since these tumors are relatively infrequent and not separately studied, but 
will expectantly be comparable to HNSCC with high copy number aberrations 3. Since this 
tumor type is relatively uncommon, neither a clear molecular nor a clinical definition has 
been established for CN-silent tumors. Further characterization will be needed to obtain 
knowledge about responses to therapy, biological characteristics and treatment outcome. 
One cell line model has been described recently 59, but additional CN-silent HPV-negative 
HNSCC tumor cell models are urgently awaited.

HPV-positive HNSCC

The human papillomavirus (HPV) is a double stranded DNA (dsDNA) virus of approximately 
8 kb 7. In the mid-70s of the last century, HPV infections were first associated with 
the oncogenesis of cervical cancer 60–63. The virus consists of many DNA sequence defined 
types, and the 15 types that are frequently found in cervical cancers have been assigned as 
high-risk types, with most prevalent types 16 and 18 7,64. This knowledge led to a national 
screening program for early diagnostics of premalignant CIN lesions of the cervix, and 
recently a preventive vaccination program to immunize children against the most prevalent 
strains of the HPV-virus. The HPV-virus became associated as a risk factor for HNSCC during 
the late-1980s 65,66, but a solid association between HPV infections and HNSCC followed  
in 1992 67. 
In the Netherlands, the number of HPV-positive OPSCC increased over the last decades from 
5% in 1990, to 15% in 2000 and even 50% in 2015 68,69. In the United States, even more HPV-
positive OPSCC are diagnosed up to 70-80% 70–72. The reason for the prevalence differences 
between countries remains unclear, but may relate to changing sexual practices. These 
HPV-positive tumors are most prevalent in the oropharynx, causing approximately 50% 
of oropharyngeal tumors (OPSCC) in the Netherlands 68. In comparison, only a very small 
fraction (below 5%) of oral cavity tumors are caused by HPV infections within a Dutch tumor 
cohort (Nauta et al., manuscript in preparation). Other studies may have reported higher 
prevalence rates of HPV-positive oral cavity, larynx and hypopharynx tumors, although 
attributable fractions may differ geographically 73,74.
HPV-positive tumors are more sensitive to radiation, and particularly cisplatin, responding 
well to upfront chemo-radiotherapy 23,24. Generally, HPV-positive OPSCC is diagnosed 
in younger patients, who are fit to undergo the more invasive treatment protocols, 
contributing to better survival, although conflicting data on the median age differences 
between HPV-negative and –positive HNSCC exists 69,72. Furthermore, younger patients are 
generally less exposed to tobacco and alcohol, altogether contributing to a better prognosis 
and significantly improvement in overall survival as compared to cases of HPV-negative  
HNSCC 75–83. Lastly, field cancerization is not found in HPV-positive HNSCC patients, which 
may also contribute to a better overall survival 84.

As indicated above, multiple high risk HPV viruses with oncogenic potential have been 
identified in cervical cancers (HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59, 
-68, -73 and -82). HPV-16 and to a much lesser extent HPV-18, -31 and -33 are found in  
HPV-positive HNSCC 4,7,8,85. HPV is a circular, double-stranded DNA-virus that encompasses 
six early genes (E1-2, E4-7) and two late genes (L1-2), and the genomic sequences varies 
between the different types 86. In particular early genes E6 and E7 are considered the viral 
oncogenes, causing the deregulating of the cell cycle by binding and inhibiting the p53 
and Rb proteins through degradation, respectively. This leads, similarly as in HPV-negative 
HNSCC, to cell cycle deregulation, specifically weakening of the G1/S-checkpoint, and 
a proliferative advantage 4,8,87.
A national vaccination program was implemented in the Netherlands in 2009 to protect girls 
from HPV types 16 and 18 induced cervical dysplasia 88. In October 2019, it was announced 
that boys will also be included in this vaccination program from 2021 on 89. Although 
scientific evidence is missing at present, it has been postulated that this vaccine could 
also protect against HPV-induced OPSCC. This would require a vaccine-induced immune 
response that remains substantial for over 20 years 16,90. The inclusion of both boys and girls 
in the vaccination program currently aims at herd protection, by which HPV infections will 
decrease in the future when the majority of the population is vaccinated against the most 
common types of hrHPV 91–93. 

GENERAL TREATMENT PROTOCOLS AND PROGNOSIS OF HNSCC

Surgery and (chemo-)radiotherapy

During the last decade the therapeutic arsenal for cancer is changing rapidly, and treatment 
of multiple malignancies is increasingly based on tumor genetics, thereby aiming to use 
personalized strategies with targeted agents and/or immunotherapy to reduce toxicity and 
enhance therapeutic efficacy 94,95. Despite great efforts to uncover new targeted treatments, 
the mainstays of HNSCC treatment remain based on surgery and radiotherapy with or 
without concomitant chemotherapy. Treatment planning is currently still based on subsite, 
tumor stage, imaging and post-operative histological findings, but not on genetics or even 
hrHPV presence, although the latter will probably soon play a role in clinical decision-making 
when robust data from de-escalation trials becomes available.
Although treatment protocols are generally invasive and coincide with disfigurements and 
toxicities in patients, responses remain slightly disappointing 96. Of all tumors, approximately 
30% is diagnosed at an early stage 3,16, and these are usually treated with single modality 
treatment comprising either surgical resection or radiotherapy, dependent on the tumor 
site 97. Complete cure is often obtained after treatment, and the 5-year survival rate is  
around 90%. 
However, the majority of patients (70%) presents with advanced stage of disease, with 
lymph nodes metastasis or even metastases at distant sites 3,16. These more advanced 
tumors are either treated with upfront chemo-radiotherapy and when required with surgical 
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salvage, upfront surgery combined with post-operative (chemo-)radiotherapy, or in some 
centers with neoadjuvant (chemo-)radiotherapy followed by surgery 97,98. Cisplatin has been 
the primary choice of chemotherapy since 1977 99, and is combined with concomitant loco-
regional radiotherapy. For recurrent-metastatic disease and patients unfit for platinum-based 
therapy, immunotherapy with anti-PD1 antibodies, EGFR targeting antibody Cetuximab, or 
invasive multidrug chemotherapies are applied. 
For the treatment of all HNSCC except those in FA-patients (Figure 1), cisplatin is the primary 
choice of concomitant chemotherapy, which induces severe grade 3-4 toxicities such as 
myelosuppression, nausea, weight loss or nephrotoxicity, and particularly when combined 
with radiotherapy, dysphagia and xerostomia 97,98. Cisplatin is a very bioactive cytotoxic 
agent causing endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress. In additional, it is able to form interstrand 
crosslinking bridges between the two complementary DNA strands of both the genomic 
and mitochondrial DNA 100,101. This covalent crosslink hampers DNA replication as replication 
forks cannot pass the DNA crosslink. The key pathway to resolve DNA crosslinks is the FA/
BRCA-pathway 11,56,57. The FA-protein complex is activated by DNA damage signaling to 
remove the crosslinking-adduct, but high numbers of crosslinks results in lethality in both 
tumor and fast dividing nonmalignant cells such as hair follicles and bone marrow cells. 
Cisplatin also acts as radiation-sensitizer, but overall responses differ between tumors 

and a biomarker or biological explanation for response is unclear other than a defective  
FA/BRCA pathway 102. 
Tumors often become resistant to cisplatin. Galluzzi et al. reviewed potential mechanisms 
of resistance among which reduced uptake through CTR1 plasma membrane copper 
transporter, increased cisplatin efflux through ATP7A/ATP7B or MRP2 plasma membrane 
transporters, increased nucleotide excision repair (NER) by ERCC1 (over)expression, 
increased mismatch repair (MMR) or homologous recombination (HR) activity, upregulation 
of replisome components POLH and REV3/7, or anti-apoptotic mechanisms 100,103. Recently, 
the cisplatin-binding capacity of glutathione transferase (GST) P1-1 was described in relation 
to cisplatin resistance through reactive cysteines 104. Combining cisplatin with targeted GST 
inhibitors might (re)sensitize tumors to cisplatin. Additionally, the forming of cisplatin-DNA 
adducts seems to correlate with drug responses in vitro 105. Sporadic HNSCC cells with an 
acquired homozygous mutation in one of the FA/BRCA genes and TP53 wild-type HNSCC 
tumors may be more sensitive to cisplatin 106–108, although the data in this thesis suggest 
otherwise with respect to TP53-status 59. 
Furthermore, most HNSCC patients receive γ-irradiation (IR) in 2 Gy fractions and up to 
a total dose of 70 Gy 26,109–111. Radiation (RT) induces the formation of DNA peroxides by water 
radiolysis in the presence of oxygen, generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) which induce 
a high number of single strand DNA (ssDNA) (Figure 1) 112,113. This leads to stalled replication 
forks and G2/M-checkpoint activation. DNA instability is induced by both the stalled 
replication forks at ssDNA breaks and the formation of double stranded DNA (dsDNA) 
breaks during replication when ssDNA breaks that have not been repaired result in dsDNA  
breaks 114,115. Radiation-induced dsDNA damage is commonly repaired by non-homologous 
end joining (NHEJ) and microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) 116–120. NHEJ and 
MMEJ are error-prone DNA repair mechanisms, introducing mutations that are potentially 
lethal but it has been described that MMEJ may also contribute to IR-resistance 118.

Bio-radiotherapy

In 2007, the FDA approved monoclonal chimeric antibody cetuximab for treatment of 
HNSCC (Figure 1) 121,122. Cetuximab targets the membrane epithelial growth factor receptor 
(EGFR). Although the exact mechanism of action is not completely understood head and 
neck cancer, it hinders the binding of EGF to the receptor and thereby inhibits downstream 
signaling of the MAPK/Erk pathway 121. EGFR overexpression is frequently found in HNSCC, 
which is in some cases associated with amplification of chromosome 7p 4. However, single 
agent response rates remain low (13%) and no clinical biomarkers are known to predict 
therapy outcome with cetuximab in HNSCC 122,123. Recently, an association with increased 
VEGF-A/TGF-β was proposed 124. As recently reviewed by Byeon et al., increased expression 
of Her3, SRC family members and MET are thought to cause resistance to therapeutic effects 
of cetuximab 125. Furthermore, the EGFR-K521 polymorphism is thought to relate to resistance 
to cetuximab 126. 

Figure 1. Approved and clinically applied treatment interventions for HNSCC. Early stage HNSCC is 
treated with either surgery or radiotherapy with γ-irradiation, while advanced stage HNSCC is treated 
by upfront cisplatin-based chemo-radiotherapy and salvage surgery when required, or upfront 
surgical resection with post-operative (chemo-)radiation. For patients unfit to receive cisplatin, EGFR 
monoclonal antibody cetuximab can be applied. Furthermore, patients with recurrent or metastatic 
disease are treated by the EXTREME protocol or with anti-PD-(L)1 antibodies, such as nivolumab and 
pembrolizumab, although response rates are low and clinical biomarkers for response are still under 
investigation.  Figure was created using Biorender.
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Other reports show that cetuximab rather acts as an activator of the immune system, thereby 
acting as a bridge between tumor cells expressing EGFR and immune cells as CD16-positive 
NK-cells and dendritic cells (reviewed in 127,128). The lack of biomarkers predicting response 
together with the observation that EGFR small molecule inhibitor gefitinib is not particularly 
effective in the treatment of HNSCC, may point towards an immunological response rather 
than a molecular response to cetuximab treatment 129. 
Although HPV-positive tumors have a better overall survival and patients are usually 
younger and healthier, treatments protocols applied are similar for all HNSCC  
patients 16,17,23,130,131. Based on concerns of long-term effects of platinum-based treatments, 
treatment de-escalation trials have been initiated, in which combination therapy of 
either cisplatin or cetuximab with radiotherapy was compared in patients with HPV-
positive tumors, thereby aiming to reduce platinum-induced toxicity with similar therapy  
outcome 23,24. However, these randomized phase 3 clinical trials revealed that the degree 
of toxicity was reported similar for both treatment arms. Even more striking was the lower 
overall survival in the cetuximab treated arm, compared to cisplatin, implying that the current 
treatment protocol with cisplatin remains superior for HPV-positive OPSCC 23,24.

Immune checkpoint inhibitors

Evading the immune response is a common hallmark of cancer 132, and HNSCC is known to 
be very immune suppressive 133. By overexpression or downregulation of certain immune-
associated membrane receptors, tumor cells become unrecognizable for the immune 
system 128,133–135. One of these immune-suppressive systems is catalyzed by the interaction 
between PD-1 on the lymphocytes and its ligand PD-L1 on the tumor cells. The development 
of monoclonal antibodies such as nivolumab and pembrolizumab directed against PD-(L)1 
have been shown to be an effective immunotherapeutic strategy in HNSCC 133 (Figure 1). Both 
antibodies have been FDA approved for HNSCC since 2016 136 for recurrent and metastatic 
disease, and will become more prominent in upfront treatment protocols. Tumor-specific 
PD-L1 expression is hypothesized to be a predictive biomarker for response, but results are 
inconclusive 137. It is promising that the response rate in HNSCC to PD-L1 therapy is around 
25% with pembrolizumab treatment in both HPV-positive and HPV-negative HNSCC 138. 
Currently, a variety of clinical trials are being conducted also in the Netherlands to further 
investigate the potential of anti-PD-(L)1 antibodies in HNSCC, either in the adjuvant or 
neoadjuvant setting (NCT03829007; PINCH trial phase I/II with durvalumab. NCT03843515; 
NeoNivo trial Phase I with nivolumab. NCT03040999; the KEYNOTE-412 trial phase III with 
pembrolizumab. NCT03289962; phase I with RO7198457 as a single agent and in combination 
with atezolizumab. NCT02903914; phase I/II testing arginase inhibitor INCB001158 as a single 
agent and in combination with pembrolizumab). 

GENETIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HNSCC

Molecular classification

In the majority of HPV-negative tumors and derivative cell lines, frequent copy number 
alteration (CNAs) and mutations are observed, likely as a result of severe replication 
stress (this thesis, 139). In the vast majority of HNSCC, gains of chromosomal arms 3q, 5p 
and 7p, and losses of 3p, 4p and 18q are observed, irrespective of HPV-status 5,59,64,140–143). 
Focal amplifications of 3q26/28 are associated with over-expression of TP63, SOX2 and  
PIK3CA 5,83,142 and lymph node metastasis are associated with the loss of 4p in oral  
cancers 144. HPV-negative HNSCC often contain CN gains of chromosomes 8q, 9q and 11p, 
and CNA losses of 7q, 8p, 9p, 11q and 18p 5,64,140,141. HPV-positive HNSCC are predominantly 
represented by gains of chromosomes 9q and 20 and losses of 11q and 13q 5,64,140,141. Some 
of the CNAs in HPV-negative tumors are already present in premalignant cells 4,5,31,145. Cell 
cultures obtained from premalignant fields, leukoplakia and erythroplakia contain CNA 
losses in 3p, 8p and 9p21, and amplification of 3q and 8q, which are also often observed  
in HNSCC 5,31,145,146.
A frequent used method to characterize tumors is expression profiling. Consistently 
subgroups were identified based on their gene expression profiles, but most studies 
focused on heterogeneous patient groups, initially not even characterized for the presence 
of HPV. In a recent review, our research group proposed to first stratify tumors based on 
their genetic characteristics; HPV-negative CN-high, HPV-positive, HPV-negative CN-silent, 
and subsequently stratify these in subgroups by expression profiling 3. Expression profiling 
of HPV-positive tumors revealed two subgroups, HPV-IMU and HPV-KRT, characterized 
by immune infiltrate or keratin gene expression, respectively. The classification seemed 
to relate to expression level of the viral oncogenes and specific genetic changes 64. 
The expression profiling of HPV-negative HNSCC revealed three tumor subgroups; classical, 
basal, and mesenchymal HNSCC 3,147–150. The classical tumors are characterized by deletions 
of chromosomes 3p and 9p, amplification of 3p, EGFR and CCND1. Also, an enrichment of 
mutations in NFE2L2 is observed, an anti-oxidative response element involved in the oxidative 
stress response 151. Also mutations in E3 ubiquitin ligase CUL3 or its substrate adaptor KEAP1 
are frequently observed in classical tumors 3,147–150. Mesenchymal tumors are characterized 
by epithelial to mesenchymal transition, and show CD8+ T cell infiltration similar to  
HPV-IMU 3,147–150. Basal tumors are characterized by upregulation of membrane proteins 
involved in cell adhesion like p-Cadherin, Laminin γ2 and Collagen XVII-α, as well as 
increased EGFR pathway activation by gene amplification or increased expression of EGFR 
ligand Epiregulin (encoded by the EREG gene) 3,147–150,152,153.

Cancer driver genes in HNSCC

Comprehensive genomic profiling of HNSCC by the TCGA consortium once more 
emphasized the large number of tumor suppressor genes that are inactivated by mutations 
or chromosomal aberrations, as well as highlighted the tremendous heterogeneity of 
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HNSCC 5,96,154,155. Driving oncogene mutations are largely underrepresented 5, hampering 
the development of targeted treatments against HNSCC. The distribution of mutations 
found by the TCGA in HNSCC tumors translates well to commonly used HNSCC cell lines 
(Figure 2), although HPV-negative TP53 wild-type cell lines are relatively rare 59,140. 
Loss of function of tumor suppressor genes TP53 and CDKN2A (p16) through gene mutation, 
methylation, or in case of CDKN2A through focal loss of 9p21, are often found in both 
premalignant cells and HPV-negative HNSCC, and occur early in oncogenesis 5,31,34. Overall 
survival of HNSCC patients correlates poorly with TP53 status, conflicting with earlier 
assumptions 5,156,157. CDKN2A and TP53, through its downstream target p21, are inhibitors 
of cyclin-CDK complexes and can slow down cell cycle progression. Loss of function results 
in diminished G1/S-checkpoint control and deregulated cellular proliferation, which is 
considered an important hallmark of cancer 132,158. Although TP53 mutations are often 
found in cancers in general, there are strong indications that the typical G-to-T transversion 

mutations in TP53 associate with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon exposure from tobacco, 
one of the risk factors of HPV-negative HNSCC 61,62,159–161. Other gene mutations found in 
carcinogen exposed tumors are characterized by a C-to-A, C-to-T and T-to-C mutational 
signatures, which are associated with various DNA adducts 160,161. Besides TP53, gene 
mutations in FAT1, CASP8, AJUBA, PIK3CA, NOTCH1, KMT2D, NSD1, TGFBR2 and HRAS are 
regularly observed in HPV-negative HNSCC 5. Of note, alterations of NOTCH1 can be oncogenic 
or imply loss of function, depending on the context, but NOTCH1 mutations in HNSCC are 
generally considered as loss of function and therefore NOTCH1 acts as tumor suppressor 162. 
Considering the high prevalence of HNSCC in FA-patients, bi-allelic somatic mutations in 
one of the FA/BRCA genes was expected, but homozygous somatic mutations in FA/BRCA 
genes are rare in sporadic non-FA-HNSCC. It has been reported that some non-FA-HNSCC 
show downregulation of the FA/BRCA pathway, mainly through gene methylation, and 
heterozygous mutations are more frequently reported 108,163,164.
HPV-positive HNSCC is typically characterized by the lack of inactivating mutation in the TP53 
locus, in line with inactivation of the p53 pathway by the viral E6 oncoprotein. Furthermore, 
mutations in PIK3CA, NOTCH1, KMT2D, NSD1 and TRAF3 characterize HPV-driven HNSCC 5,83. 
As indicated above, expression profiling revealed two subclasses of HPV-positive HNSCC. 
The HPV-IMU tumors express a stronger immune response by CD8+ lymphocyte infiltration 
and mesenchymal differentiation and are enriched for 16q losses. HPV-KRT HNSCC 
contain more viral integration, enrichment for chromosomal 3q aberrations and PIK3CA  
mutations 3,64,150. PIK3CA substitutions E542K and E545K in a helical domain are predominantly 
found in HPV-positive HNSCC, while PIK3CA mutations in HPV-negative HNSCC are generally 
found in the kinase domain 83,165,166.
In 2013, Alexandrov et al. reported the existence of 21 mutational profiles, one of which 
related to age and another to smoking 160. These latter profiles are typically found in 
HNSCC. Other specific nucleotide changes are predominantly found in HPV-positive HNSCC 
and are related to APOBEC enzyme activity. APOBEC mutational signatures are driven by 
increased expression of specific cytosine deaminases enzymes from the APOBEC family, like  
APOBEC3B 160,166–170. APOBEC enzymes specifically bind to ssDNA, and convert cytosine to 
uracil. This uracil is then replaced by a thymine or guanine in an attempt of DNA repair, 
thereby introducing mutations. These mutations can be recognized as typical APOBEC-
associated mutational signatures. APOBEC over-expression is suggested to be protective 
against  viral infections 165,171,172 and are, apart from HPV-related HNSCC, also observed 
in the vast majority of cervical cancers induced by HPV 160,165,173,174. Furthermore, APOBEC 
activity is related to the innate immune response, with elevated IFNγ levels and a subsequent 
increase in neoantigens associated with immune evasion 168. APOBEC-mutational signatures 
are linked to therapy resistance in breast cancer or heterogeneity and genomic instability in 
lung cancer, and it has been speculated that APOBEC-induced mutations induce therapy-
resistance in HPV-related HNSCC 169,175–178. 

Figure 2. Frequently mutated genes in HNSCC and their prevalence in tumors versus often used 
cell lines. Comprehensive genomic analysis of HNSCC by the TCGA consortium revealed the most 
frequently mutated genes in 279 patient tumors (percentage of TCGA tumors with alterations in 
turquois). In a panel of 19 relevant and regularly used HNSCC cell lines (in purple), the distribution of 
gene alterations was comparable with the TCGA dataset, although cell lines harbored more frequent 
KMT2D and NOTCH1 alterations.
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It stands out that most frequently mutated genes in HNSCC such as TP53, HRAS, PIK3CA, PTEN 

and RB1 are responsible for aberrant cell proliferation and cell cycle control 5. In addition, 

mutations in CASP8 as well as in TP53, HRAS and PIK3CA contribute to evasion of apoptotic 

cell death, all typical hallmarks of cancer 132. Since HNSCC is mainly driven by mutations 

in tumor suppressor genes, these alterations in cell cycle progression and escape of cell 

death may serve as attractive vulnerabilities to efficiently eradicate the tumor cells as well as 

premalignant cells with appropriate targeted agents.

Cell cycle regulation in HNSCC

Cell proliferation is governed by the cell cycle, composed of four distinct phases harboring 

multiple highly conserved molecular mechanisms, which ensure correct DNA replication, 

DNA damage repair, and cellular division. Passage from one to the next cell cycle phase is 

regulated by checkpoints at the G1-S, G2-M and metaphase-to-anaphase transitions. Cell 

cycle progression depends on regulated kinase activities of cyclin-CDK complexes 179–185. 

During G1-phase, cells gain size following the preceding cell division and the genome 

is checked for DNA damage. Nutrient levels and nucleotide pools are complemented 

and several transcriptional pathways are activated. Subsequently, the nuclear DNA is 

replicated in S-phase. The replicated sister chromatids are held together by cohesin protein  

complexes 186,187 prior to anaphase. DNA replication errors and DNA damage are sensed 

and repaired in S and G2 phases 188,189 to prepare for mitosis. During mitosis, the nuclear 

envelope dissolves and chromosomal DNA condensates, the cohesed sister chromatids 

attach to the mitotic spindle and align at the metaphase plate. Passage of the metaphase-

to-anaphase transition coincides with removal of centromeric cohesion-rings, allowing 

chromosomal separation, after which two daughter cells are formed by cytokinesis  

(Figure 3 and 4) 186,190,191. 

G1-phase

In the first part of G1 up to the restriction point in mid-G1, non-transformed cells restore 

their energy resources, initiate cell growth, establish nutrients and check the DNA for 

damage 185,192–194. Mitogenic signals play an important role in this process, which is for 

instance regulated through the AKT pathway. The G1/S-checkpoint is controlled by 

the pocket proteins Rb, p130 and p107, which bind and inactivate the E2F transcription 

factors. Rb, when phosphorylated as a result of a cellular response to physiological growth 

factor signals, is released from E2F, thereby allowing E2F-dependent synthesis of cell 

cycle progression genes like cyclin A (CCNA2) and cyclin E (CCNE1, CCNE2) 184,185,192,194–198. In 

case of aberrant, persistent mitogenic signaling, cells enter senescence, which is a G0-like 

arrested state (Figure 3). Prior to full activation of E2F, cyclin D proteins help CDK4/6 to 

initiate pRb phosphorylation and inactivation. This induces a first wave of E2F-dependent  

transcription 180,184,192–194,196,198–200, triggering a positive feedback loop by E2F-dependent 

cyclin-CDK2 activation and further pRb inactivation. CDK4/6 activation might also be 

Figure 3. Cell cycle progression in the Gap1 (G1), Synthesis (S) and Gap2 (G2) phases. Simplified 
schematic representation of the proteins involved in cell cycle progression during the G1, S and G2 
phases. The proteins shown in red are frequently altered in HNSCC. Proteins shown in blue are protein 
kinases that could be potential targets for therapy in HNSCC and other cancers. Figure was created  
using Biorender.

regulated by CDK7 T-loop phosphorylation, which itself is controlled by mitogenic 
stimulation and regulates restriction point progression 201. Resulting hyper-phosphorylation 
of pRb fully releases E2F activity which supports passage of the mid-G1 restriction  
point 180,184,192–194,196,199,200,202. Besides cyclin E, also proteins necessary for DNA replication 
are synthesized, such as the origin recognition complex (ORC), the mini-chromosome 
maintenance (MCM2-7) complex, and DNA polymerases. Activation of cell division cycle 25 
A phosphatase A (CDC25A) involved in CDK activation and a positive feedback loop to reduce 
expression of CDK inhibitor p27 further facilitate S-phase entry 180,181,184,185,192,194–196,199,203,204. 
CDC25A activity is regulated by the p53-pathway 204,205. Furthermore, the inhibition of 
the anaphase-promoting complex (APC/C) is necessary at this point, to allow stabilization 
and accumulation of cyclins 206. This is driven by multiple mechanisms, including the E2F-
dependent synthesis of EMI1, an APC/C-CDH1 inhibitor 207. APC/C inactivation helps to set 
the gap-time between anaphase and timely S-phase initiation 183,208. 
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Deregulation of the tumor suppressor p27 is often found in cancer 192 but altered 
expression of cyclin D seems to play a more important role in HNSCC. CCND family member 
amplifications or other mechanisms leading to D-type cyclin overexpression are frequently 
found in HNSCC 4,5,209,210. The involvement of cyclin D goes beyond complexing with CDK4/6, 
since it is also involved in regulation of the DNA damage response through BRCA2, RAD51 
and p21, and different chromatin modification pathways (as reviewed in 211). This might 
explain why CDK4/6 inhibition has a limited effect in HNSCC and some other cancers, in 
line with this thesis and previous reports about the applicability of CDK4/6 inhibitors in  
HNSCC 211,212. Also, both pRb inactivation and high p16 expression as observed in HPV-
positive cells are known to cause resistance to CDK4/6 inhibitors 213. Mitogenic stress 
in G1 is frequently present in cancer cells and leads to increased stabilization of p53 by 
MDM2 inactivation and active ATM-signaling 197,214–224. Through p53 signaling via p21, 
the cyclin E-CDK2 complex is inhibited and cells delay in G1 to support efficient DNA repair  
(Figure 3) 192,197,218,220,224,225. Upon growth inhibitory signals, p16 is activated to inhibit CDK4/6, 
preventing Rb phosphorylation and thus leading to G1 arrest 192,214. Release from mitogenic 
stress results in degradation of p53 by MDM2, allowing restart of cell cycle progression by 
multiple mechanisms 197,225. 
In HPV-negative HNSCC, the TP53 gene is often inactivated through a mutation while p16 
is lost by chromosomal deletion, preventing the ability to inhibit cyclin D-CDK4/6 and 
cyclin A/E-CDK2 3,5,180,181,184,185,192,194–196,199,203,204,224. In case of HPV-mediated HNSCC, p53 and 
Rb are inactivated by the expression of viral oncogenes E6 and E7, inducing similar effects 
as observed in HPV-negative HNSCC 16,87,226,227. In both cases, cells progress to S-phase 
prematurely, so under conditions of for instance insufficient energy or limiting nucleotide 
levels, or in the presence of remaining DNA damage 222,228–230. Insufficient nucleotide pools 
cause replication fork stalling and DNA damage 221,231. This is for example reflected in 
the typically increased BrdU-negative S-phase population of tumor cells in comparison with 
primary fibroblasts and keratinocytes 139.

S-phase

In human cells, the DNA is duplicated from 2 x 23 chromosomes (2N) to 2 x 46 chromosomes 
(4N) during S-phase. This process is tightly regulated by a multitude of proteins to ensure 
correct replication. (Figure 3). DNA replication is initiated when an origin of replication is 
unwound by a DNA helicase, resulting in migrating replication forks during the elongation 
phase, while in the termination phase two replication forks come together. 
To enable replication by the replisome protein complex, the chromatin needs to be opened 
and the DNA strands separated. In yeast cells, this starts with recognition of DNA regions 
known as autonomous consensus sequences (ACS) that recruit the origin recognition 
complex (ORC) 232–238. These origin sequences are well defined in yeast but in higher 
eukaryotic cells origins are not determined by specific DNA sequences but by epigenetic 
marks. There are estimates of up to 50,000 origins of DNA replication within the human 

genome 239–241. After ORC binding, CDC6 and subsequently CDT1 are recruited, to form 

the pre-replicative complex (pre-RC) 232,233,235,237,240,242–249. This pre-RC forms the replication 

helicase core, subsequently recruiting the ATP-dependent hexameric mini-chromosome 

maintenance (MCM) protein complex. Next, CDC45 binds to the MCM2-7 complex as well 

as the GINS protein complex (consisting of SLD5 and PSF1-3) 231,236,242–247,250. Together with 

the pre-RC, the initiation complex forms the replicative helicase, which separates the DNA 

strands into a DNA replication fork 243–245. To stabilize the DNA replication fork, RPA binds 

to the ssDNA, preventing breaks. A complex of ATR, ATRIP, Claspin, RecQL4, Tipin, Timeless, 

Rad17 and TopBP1 is formed at the replication fork for stabilization and downstream 

signaling in cases when fork migration is hampered 221,243,248,249,251. DNA replication is executed 

from 5’-to-3’ on the leading strand by DNA polymerase α and DNA polymerase δ, together 

with DNA clamp PCNA. On the lagging strand short RNA primers are used to synthesize 100 

to 200 bp Okazaki fragments, to enable 5’-to-3’ replication using DNA polymerase ε, upon 

which the RNA primers are removed by RNAse H, DNA2 and FEN1. Finally, DNA Ligase I joins 

the Okazaki fragments into a completed lagging strand 251–254. 

Throughout the process of DNA replication, timely origin firing is essential, sufficient 

nucleotide pools are required, and appropriate replication fork speed needs to be ensured 

to reduce replication errors 221. Early S-phase origin firing is regulated by the cyclin E-CDK2 

complex 181,196,202, whereupon cyclin A-CDK1 levels regulate progression and late origin 

firing during S-phase 255. A regulatory role for Wee1 and Chk1 together with CDC25 has 

been reported in regulation of CDK1 and CDK2 during S-phase, to maintain genome 

integrity during DNA replication 204,205,256. After DNA replication, the sister chromatids are 

held together by a cohesion protein complex, formed by Smc1, Smc3, Scc1/Rad21/Mcd1 

upon Smc3 acetylation by ESCO1/2. This ring-shaped protein complex interacts with 

proteins like Wapl, Pds5 and Sororin to maintain cohesion 186,187,257,258. Furthermore, in case 

of the occurrence of a DNA-crosslinking adduct, which can be induced by aromatic amines, 

aldehydes, tobacco-specific nitrosamines and chemotherapeutics such as cisplatin 259, DNA 

strand separation is blocked. DNA crosslinks activate the FA/BRCA pathway which detects 

and removes the lesion 44,57,189,231. The end of S-phase may be sensed by ATR, which regulates 

FOXM1 to prevent premature G2 and mitotic entry and maintain genomic integrity 251.

Genomic instability and mutations were identified as cancer characteristics by Hanahan and 

Weinberg 132. This is often induced during DNA replication as a consequence of replication 

stress in cancer cells, and therefore it has been proposed that DNA replication stress is also 

a hallmark of cancer 248,249,260. Tumor cells with an aberrant G1/S-checkpoint may proceed 

into S-phase with insufficient dNTP pools and potentially unrepaired DNA damage, both 

contributing to DNA replication problems 249,261–264. A reduced replication fork speed as 

well as an increased S-phase population are often observed in cancer cells compared to 

nonmalignant cells. These observations may reflect replicative challenges faced by cancer 

cells, which might also relate to TP53 status 139,265–267.
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Additionally, many components of the replisome are found upregulated in tumors including 

HNSCC, which suggests that their increased expression helps cancer cells to overcome 

DNA replication stress, for instance by reducing dependencies on limiting S-phase  

regulators 5,139,268–270. In HPV-positive HNSCC, it has been reported that S-phase and DNA 

damage response proteins such as ATM, ATR and DNA-PK are overexpressed (as reviewed 

in 87). Normally these facilitate viral replication but in tumors viral replication is absent. 

DNA damage acquired or remaining during S/G2-phase is resolved by homologous 

recombination (HR), but this delays replication 221,271,272. When tumors carry a homozygous 

inactivation of one of the FA/BRCA genes, DNA-crosslinks will cause DNA replication 

stalling 56. It has furthermore been described that tumor cells produce high numbers of 

simultaneously firing origins. This may result in substantial accumulation of single stranded 

DNA (ssDNA) per replication fork as compared to nonmalignant cells 251. Unstable replication 

forks and consequent fork exhaustion lead to collapsed forks. ATR and Chk1 inhibition 

triggers increased fork collapse in tumor cells, indicating a dominant role of these proteins 

in fork stabilization in tumor cells, as non-malignant cells are less affected. In normal cells, 

S-phase progression is steered by the cyclin A-CDK2 complex, however in tumor cells cyclin 

B-CDK1 may play a role in late origin firing and S-phase progression in the presence of  

replication stress 255,256,273–275.

G2-phase

Exiting S-phase, cells are in G2, a phase that allows repair of any remaining DNA damage 

and preparation for mitosis or M-phase. Double stranded breaks are repaired predominantly 

by homologous recombination (HR) 188,189,221,276. In contrast to the transition from S-to-

G2-phase, the transition from G2-to-M-phase is tightly regulated by cyclin B1-CDK1  

activation 277. As nicely reviewed by Rhind and Russell, to ensure timely mitotic entry or 

delayed entry in the occurrence of unrepaired DNA damage, the inhibition of cyclin B1-CDK1 

is critical for G2-phase maintenance (Figure 3) 183. Untimely cyclin B1-CDK1 activation is 

prevented by Wee1 kinase through phosphorylation on Y15 278. Furthermore, inhibition of 

CDC25 though Chk1 and Chk2 in response to DNA damage prevents the de-phosphorylation 

of CDK1. At the end of G2-phase, Chk1 and Chk2 become inactive, which facilitates CDC25 to 

dephosphorylate cyclin B1-CDK1 183,204,276. Active cyclin B1-CDK1 complexes help to further 

inactivate Wee1 and activate CDC25, a positive feedback mechanism that enables full 

activation of CDK1 183,185,204,214,276,277. Furthermore, mitotic entry is supported by the repression 

of PP2A through activation of MASTL/Greatwall kinase, enforcing the effects of cyclin 

B1-CDK1 kinase activity 279–281. Although Wee1 acts as a crucial switch in G2/M transition, 

involvement of both the p53 and ATM pathway is essential for DNA damage responses and 

cell fate decisions during G2-phase 276,278,282. Cancer cells rely heavily on this G2/M-checkpoint, 

as a result of TP53 and p16/Rb function loss. Although the p53 pathway is not essential for 

a functional G2/M-checkpoint, TP53 mutant cells display a different cellular response to G2-

checkpoint activation and may be more dependent on CDK1 inhibition by Wee1 276,278,282–284. 

Mitosis

The positive feedforward loop leading to full cyclin B1-CDK1 activity triggers the onset of 
mitosis. Two spindle poles are formed in the cytosol of the cell and the nuclear envelope 
breaks down (Figure 4). The chromosomes condensate from the end of G2-phase and during 
prophase and the spindle forms upon nuclear envelope breakdown at prometaphase 
to arrange the chromosomes at the metaphase plate. Spindle microtubules attach to 
the kinetochores of the paired chromosomes. Mitotic spindles are about 60 μm in length 
and are composed of hundreds of thousands of α/β-tubulin heterodimers, the microtubules, 
serving as anchors for about 1,000 regulatory proteins 285–288. CENP-A plays a leading 
role at defining the centromeres at the histone level. The NDC80 complex forms at 
kinetochores and facilitates microtubule binding. In a Separase-independent manner, 
cohesion is displaced from the chromosome arms through mechanisms involving PLK1-

Figure 4. Mitotic progression, mitotic abnormalities and spindle assembly checkpoint. During 
normal mitosis (upper panel), the nuclear envelope degrades while the chromatin condensates into 
chromosomes. In the pro-metaphase, the mitotic spindle is formed and chromosomes are attached 
through the kinetochore complex. Up until all chromosomes are attached, the spindle assembly 
checkpoint (SAC) is active. In metaphase, all the chromosome are aligned in the metaphase plate and 
attached to the spindle, which with pulling force separates the chromosomes in anaphase. The daughter 
cells start to form in telophase, followed by physical separation in cytokinesis. In cancer cells (lower 
panel), mitotic abnormalities such as tripolar spindles, unattached chromosomes in the metaphase 
plate, chromosomal breakage, the formation of three daughter cells or death in mitosis (necrosis) is 
observed. Figure was created using Biorender.
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dependent phosphorylation, Wapl and Sororin (CDC5A) 186,187,190,257,258,289–291. Centromeric 
recruitment of PP2A by SGO1 protects cohesion against its PLK1-dependent removal from  
centromeres 191,290,292–295. The microtubule-kinetochore-centrosome attachment process 
is further mediated by balanced phosphorylation events through cyclin B-CDK1 and 
regulatory phosphatases 191,296. Until all the kinetochores are attached to spindle 
microtubules, proteins like Aurora B, BUB1, BUB1R, BUB3, MAD2 and Mps1/TTK are 
active to inhibit the APC/C complex, and Separase is blocked by Securin to ensure 
safeguarding of chromosomal cohesion until the metaphase-to-anaphase transition  
(Figure 4) 190,191,290,292–294,297. In metaphase, when all kinetochore-spindle attachments are 
established, the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) is switched off. Silencing of the SAC 
releases CDC20 and catalyzes APC/C-CDC20 complex activation. When APC/C-CDC20 is fully 
active, cyclin B and Securin are ubiquitinated and degraded by the proteasome 183,246,290,298,299. 
This activates Separase which cleaves the cohesion rings at the centromeres. The sister 
chromatids are separated by motor protein activity and alterations in spindle dynamics 
in anaphase 191,285,290,292,293,299. After sister chromatid segregation, cells enter telophase, and 
undergo cytokinesis, leading to the formation of two new daughter cells. At this point, 
the chromosomes de-condensate and two nuclear envelopes form, after which the cells are 
in G1-phase 190,290. 
Abnormalities like uneven chromosomal distributions and the formation of tripolar spindles 
in mitosis are often observed in cancer cells as well as HNSCC, and may lead to genomic 
instability, chromosomal copy number alterations and translocations (Figure 4) 179,190,342–348. 
Due to unrepaired breaks or unsolved chromosomal interstrand crosslinks, chromosomal 
breakage may occur and become apparent in metaphase 10,56,108,139,346,348,349. Mitosis genes 
such as Aurora A, CDC20, Mad2 and PLK1 are frequently overexpressed or mutated in HNSCC 
and cancer in general, which suggests they cause a form of mitotic stress that might lead 
to chromosomal instability 350–360. Furthermore, it has been reported that particularly some 
cancer cells can bypass an active SAC-checkpoint through alternative cyclin B destruction, 
which leads to mitotic slippage 361.

Conventional chemotherapeutics and cell cycle progression

Many classical cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents used in cancer therapy exploit alterations 
in cell cycle regulation in cancer cells. As mentioned above, the interstrand crosslinking agent 
cisplatin remains the first choice of chemotherapy in HNSCC. As reviewed by Williams and 
Stoeber, cisplatin treatment efficiently affects DNA replication in S-phase and the subsequent 
G2-phase. Cells arrest in S/G2 to allow time for DNA repair. Additionally, classically applied 
chemotherapeutic agents in standard oncological treatment protocols like 5-fluorouracil 
(5-FU, a thymidylate synthase inhibitor), methodextrate (a reductase of dihydrofolate), 
irinotecan/campthotecin (inhibitors of topomerase I) and the RNR-complex inhibitor and 
nucleotide analogue gemcitabine, all affect DNA replication and S-phase progression 261,347. 
Furthermore, tubulin-targeting agents docetaxel, paclitaxel and vincristine interfere with 
mitotic progression by stabilizing the spindles 347. Although these chemotherapeutics are 

Table 1. Publications referring to targeting the cell cycle in HNSCC

Target Inhibitor or interference method HPV References

ATM Antisense oligodeoxynucleotides In vitro U 300
Nanoparticles with AS-ODNs In vitro U 301
Antisense oligodeoxynucleotides In vitro, in vivo Positive 302
microRNA In vitro Negative 303

ATR siRNA interference In vitro U 304
AZD6738 +/- KU-0060648 In vitro U 102
AZD6738 +/- paclitaxel or cisplatin In vitro, in vivo Both 305

AURORA siRNA interference +/- paclitaxel In vitro Negative 306
R763, alisertiba In vitro U 307
Alisertib a +/- MG132 In vitro, in vivo Positive 308
Danusertib b In vitro, in vivo Both 309
Alisertib a +/- adavosertib c In vitro, in vivo Negative 310

CDC7 XL413 +/- Cisplatin and fluorouracil In vitro, in vivo Both 311

CDK4/6 Palbociclib + cetuximab Phase I trial Both 312
Abemaciclib +/- torin2 or everolimus In vitro, in vivo U 313
Ribociclib +/- RT In vitro U 314
Palbociclib + cetuximab Phase II trial Negative 315

Chk1 PF-00477736 +/- RT In vitro Positive 316
AZD7762 +/- cisplatin In vitro Negative 317
siRNA interference In vitro U 304
MK-8776 +/- adavosertib c In vitro U 318
CCT244747 +/- RT +/- paclitaxel In vitro, in vivo Both 319
Prexasertib d Phase I trial U 320
AZD7762 or rabusertib e or MK8776 +/- RT In vitro Positive 321
Prexasertib d +/- RT +/- cetuximab In vitro, in vivo Both 322
AZD7762 In vitro, in vivo Both 323
Prexasertib d Phase I trial Both 324
siRNA interference, prexasertib d In vitro Both 325
siRNA interference In vitro Negitive 326
siRNA interference, rabusertib e, 
prexasertib d, MK-8776, PF-477736 

In vitro Both 139

DNA-PK KU-0060648 +/- AZD6738 ATRi In vitro U 102

FOXM1 siRNA interference In vitro Positive 327
Thiostrepton In vitro, In vivo Positive 328

KIF11 Ispinesib Phase II trial U 329
siRNA interference, ispinesib In vitro, in vivo Negative 330

PLK1 siRNA inteference +/- RT In vitro, in vivo Negative 331
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Table 1. (continued)

Target Inhibitor or interference method HPV References

BI2536 In vitro U 332
Volasertib f In vitro, in vivo Both 323
siRNA interference, volasertib f, 
GSK461364, Rigosertib g, HMN-214

In vitro, in vivo Negative, 
preHN

333

Wee1 Adavosertib c In vitro, in vivo Both 334
Adavosertib c +/- cisplatin In vitro, in vivo Negative 335
Adavosertib c +/- cisplatin In vitro, in vivo Positive 336
Adavosertib c +/- RT In vitro Positive 321
Adavosertib c +/- vorinostat In vitro, in vivo Negative 337
Adavosertib c In vitro Negative 338
Adavosertib c In vitro, in vivo Both 323
Adavosertib c In vitro, in vivo Positive, U 339
Adavosertib c + cisplatin + docetaxel Phase I trial Both 340
siRNA interference In vitro Negative 326
Adavosertib c In vitro Positive 341
Adavosertib c +/- alisertib a In vitro, in vivo Negative 310
siRNA interference and adavosertib e In vitro Negative, 

preHN
This thesis

a MLN8237, e LY2603618, RT radiotherapy, b PHA-739358, f BI6727, U unknown, c AZD1775 / MK-1775, g ON-01910, 
preHN premalignant oral cells, d LY2606368

Table 2. Ongoing clinical trials 

Target NCT numbers Phase Targets

Tumor 

type

ATM NCT02588105 1 AZD0156 +/- olaparib, irinotecan, 
fluorouracil, folinic Acid

ATR, PARP, 
Topoisomerase I

Solid 
tumor §

ATR NCT02264678 1/2 AZD6738 +/- carboplatin or 
olaparib or MEDI4736

ATR, PARP, PD-L1 HNSCC Δ

NCT02223923 1 AZD6738 + palliative RT (20-30Gy) ATR HNSCC Δ

NCT03718091 2 M6620 (VX-970) ATR Solid 
tumor §

NCT03188965 1 BAY1895344 ATR Solid 
tumor §

NCT03309150 1 M6620 +/- carboplatin + paclitaxel ATR Solid 
tumor §

NCT02576444 2 AZD2281 +/- AZD5363 or 
adavosertib or AZD6738

PARP, Akt, Wee1, ATR Solid 
tumor §

NCT03669601 1 AZD6738 + gemcitabine ATR Solid 
tumor §

NCT02595931 1 M6620 (VX-970) + irinothecan ATR, Topoisomerase I Solid 
tumor §

NCT02723864 1 Veliparib + M6620 (VX-970) + cisplatin ATR, PARP Solid 
tumor §

NCT03641547 1 M6620 (VS-970), cisplatin  
+/- capecitabine, RT

ATR Solid 
tumor §

CDK4/6 NCT03356587 2 Abemaciclib CDK4/6 HNSCC ‡

NCT03938337 2 Abemaciclib, pembrolizumab CDK4/6, PD-L1 HNSCC
NCT03024489 1/2 Palbociclib, cetuximab, RT CDK4/6, EGFR HNSCC Δ

NCT04000529 1 TNO155 + ribociclib SHP2. CDK4/6 HNSCC Δ

NCT03065062 1 Palbociclib, gedatolisib CDK4/6, PI3K/mTOR HNSCC Δ ‡

NCT03310879 2 Abemaciclib CDK4/6 Solid 
tumor §

NCT03965845 1/2 Telaglenastat, palbociclib Glutaminase, CDK4/6 Solid 
tumor §

NCT01522989 1 Palbociclib, fluorouracil, oxaliplatin CDK4/6 Solid 
tumor §

NCT04060511 1 HS-10342 CDK4/6 Solid 
tumor §

NCT03237390 1 Ribociclib, gemcitabine CDK4/6 Solid 
tumor §

NCT03951116 1 FCN-437 CDK4/6 Solid 
tumor §

Chk1 NCT02797964 1/2 SRA737 Chk1 HNSCC Δ

NCT02873975 2 Prexasertib Chk1 FA-
patients 

targeting both normal and transformed proliferating cells, their therapeutic effects also 
illustrate that the mechanisms underlying DNA replication and cell cycle progression harbor 
targetable vulnerabilities in HNSCC and other cancer cells (Table 1). 

Targeting cell cycle progression in HNSCC

During the last decade, an interest of targeted cell cycle therapies emerged in HNSCC 
(Table 1) as well as other cancers 214,249,262,263,267,362–366. The development of specific mRNA 
interference through antisense oligodeoxynucleotides (AS-ODN) and siRNAs, transfections 
with microRNA expression libraries and high throughput CRISPR screens, as well as drug 
library screens, enabled the identification of essential genes of HNSCC cells 303,309,330,334,367. 
Several S-phase and DNA damage related genes have been identified as potential targets 
for HNSCC treatment (Table 1 and 2). ATM was reported to be lethal upon mRNA knockdown 
of using microRNA expressing oligonucleotides. The complexity of the ATM protein as well 
as redundancy in the kinase domain of ATM with other PIKK-family members, complicated 
the development of specific inhibitors with sufficient bioavailability in vivo. Nevertheless, 
a phase I clinical trial with the new ATM inhibitor AZD0156 is now conducted in solid tumors 
(Table 2) 139,300–303,368.Similarly, PIKK-family members ATR and PRKDC (encoding for the DNA-PK 
protein) were identified as essential genes in HNSCC, but small molecule kinase inhibitors 
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lacked specificity. Recent developments uncovered highly potent small molecules against 
each of these enzymes, and clinical trials are conducted in HNSCC with these inhibitors both 
as single agent and in combination (Table 1 and 2) 102,139,304,305.
Interference with Aurora proteins, CDC7, FOXM1, KIF11 and PLK1 showed promising results 
in vitro and in vivo in HNSCC, but these molecular targets are currently not tested in HNSCC 
in clinical trials (Table 1 and 2) 306–311,323,327–333. The clinical application of monotherapy with 
CDK4/6 inhibitors might not be suitable for HNSCC, although clinical trials in combination 
with cetuximab, radiotherapy, PI3K/mTOR inhibition or anti-PD-(L)1 antibodies are currently 
conducted (Table 1 and 2) 312–314.
Several reports have been published on the susceptibility of HNSCC to Chk1 and Wee1 
inhibitors (Table 1) 139,304,310,316–326,334–341. Chk1 is mainly involved in S-phase regulation upon 

stalled replication forks, which makes it a feasible target for cancers with high replication 
stress such as HNSCC 189,231,263,270,364,369. The Chk1 inhibitor SRA737 and the dual Chk1/Chk2 
inhibitor Prexasertib are currently tested for treatment of solid tumors amongst which 
HNSCC. Surprisingly, clinical trial NCT02873975 includes patients with both germline and 
somatic mutations in one of the HR-genes (BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2, RAD51C, RAD51D, ATR, 
ATM, CHEK2, and the Fanconi anemia pathway genes), which might include Fanconi anemia 
patients. CHEK1 knockdown in FA-HNSCC cell line VU-SCC-1131 was previously shown to be 
lethal, but the effect in normal cells with FA-deficiency was not studied. Toxicity reports from 
this trial will be informative to uncover a potential new therapy for FA-HNSCC 139.
Wee1 is a critical regulator of the G2/M-checkpoint through CDK1 phosphorylation, but 
also plays a role in S-phase regulation in a background of replication problems 231,263,364,366. 
The Wee1 inhibitor adavosertib is the only compound tested in clinical trials, including 
several studies in HNSCC, either as monotherapy or in combination with conventional 
chemotherapy and radiation (Table 2). 
Altogether, these data indicate the feasibility of targeting DNA replication and cell cycle 
progression in HNSCC. However, the data in cell lines point towards tumor-specific differences 
in responses, possibly reflecting effects of inter-tumor heterogeneity of HNSCC 155. Clinical 
trials will provide important additional information on efficacy and biomarkers for patient 
selection in the future, as well as useful combination therapies.

AIMS AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS

HNSCC is mainly driven by loss of function mutations in tumor suppressor genes, and activating 
oncogene mutations that can be targeted by small molecule inhibitors are infrequent. It 
stands out that many cancer driver genes in HNSCC are involved in cell cycle regulation 
and associated DNA damage response. As a result, HNSCC cells reveal defects in cell cycle 
regulation, a potential Achilles’ heel for therapeutic interventions. The G1/S-checkpoint is 
affected by TP53 mutations and loss of function of CDKN2A (p16) and overexpression of cyclin 
D. The resulting replication stress causes dependency on the intra-S-checkpoint during DNA 
replication and altered regulation of S-phase. This emphasizes the dependency on proper 
regulation of the G2/M-checkpoint and mitosis, to maintain the fragile equilibrium between 
active cell proliferation and functional genome maintenance. 
The aim of this thesis was to study cell cycle control in HNSCC and investigate possible new 
targets for therapy. These investigations became challenging as HNSCC emerged increasingly 
as a heterogeneous disease. Given the complex anatomical location, treatment for cure with 
a satisfactory quality of life remains a challenge. This is reflected in the overall survival numbers 
that remained nearly unchanged over the past decades. Improvements have been made in 
the treatment of HNSCC by optimizing standard treatments such as better reconstructive 
surgery, intensity-modulated and hyper-fractionated radiotherapy, and the recent approval 
of immune therapy and EGFR-targeting. However, the number of patients that benefit 
from these new treatments remain below 20% and predictive biomarkers for response are 

Table 2. (continued)

Target NCT numbers Phase Targets

Tumor 

type

NCT03495323 1 Prexasertib with LY3300054 Chk1, PD-L1 Solid 
tumor §

NCT02797977 1/2 SRA737, gemcitabine + cisplatin, 
or gemcitabine alone

Chk1 Solid 
tumor §

NCT02124148 1 Prexasertib with cisplatin, or 
cetuximab, or G-CSF, or pemetrexed, 
or fluorouracil, or leucovorin

Chk1 Solid 
tumor §

NCT03057145 1 Prexasertib with olaparib Chk1, PARP Solid 
tumor §

DNA-PK NCT02516813 1 MSC2490484A, RT +/- cisplatin DNA-PK HNSCC Δ

NCT01353625 1 CC-115 DNA-PK, mTOR HNSCC Δ

NCT03724890 1 M3814, avelumab +/- RT DNA-PK, PD-1 Solid 
tumor §

Wee1 NCT02585973 1 Adavosertib, cisplatin, RT Wee1 HNSCC
NCT03028766 1 Adavosertib, cisplatin, RT Wee1 HNSCC
NCT02576444 2 AZD2281 +/- AZD5363 or 

adavosertib or AZD6738
PARP, Akt, Wee1, ATR Solid 

tumor §

NCT03284385 2 Adavosertib Wee1 Solid 
tumor  §

NCT01827384 2 Adavosertib, carboplatin Wee1 Solid 
tumor §

NCT02095132 1/2 Adavosertib, irinotecan Wee1, Topoisomerase I Solid 
tumor §

NCT01748825 1 Adavosertib Wee1 Solid 
tumor §

 http://clinicaltrials.gov, § HNSCC not specified but eligible, Δ Specified amongst other solid tumor types, ‡ HPV-
negative only,  Solid tumors with replicative stress or homologous repair deficiency, RT Radiotherapy
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still lacking. Furthermore, the mucosal abnormalities of premalignant cells, also coined as 
‘fields’, form a major obstacle in clinical management. Extension of the arsenal of therapeutic 
interventions thus remains an important topic for the future.
HNSCC is typically diagnosed as HPV-negative or HPV-positive, however, other subgroups of 
tumors exist, depending on their etiology (germline FA, HPV presence) or genetic profile (HPV 
presence, copy number silent genomic profiles). Therefore, we characterized the molecular 
profiles of cell lines derived from the variety of tumors including FA-HNSCC and copy 
number silent HNSCC. In Chapter 2 the genetic data are reported of low-coverage whole 
genome sequencing and target-enrichment deep sequencing for cancer driver mutations. 
We describe the similarities between the subgroups and HPV-negative HNSCC tumors and 
functionally characterized the p53-pathway in a copy number silent cell line.
During DNA replication, ATR and Chk1 play essential roles in S-phase through regulation and 
stabilization of DNA replication forks. In Chapter 3 we followed-up on previous work and 
studied the ATM/Chk2 and ATR/Chk1 pathways as potential therapeutic targets in HNSCC. 
We discovered a novel bimodal cell death mechanism that correlated to sensitivity to Chk1 
inhibition, and identified a potential biomarker for response.
In Chapter 4 we performed an siRNA rescreen of 319 essential genes in HNSCC in a large 
panel of HNSCC cell lines. We zoomed in on WEE1 both in cancer and premalignant cells. 
We studied the effects of Wee1-kinase inhibition on precancerous cells through viability 
assessment, cell cycle analysis, DNA damage response and metaphase analysis and 
uncovered specific vulnerabilities in premalignant and HNSCC cells upon Wee1 inhibition.
In Chapter 5 the effect of RRM1 and RRM2 RNA interference, two hits from the rescreen described 
in Chapter 4, were investigated. RRM1 and RRM2 are the subunits of the ribonucleotide 
reductase (RNR) complex that catalyzes the formation of dNDPs in the G1 and S-phase of 
the cell cycle, which is inhibited by the chemotherapeutic agent gemcitabine. Cisplatin has 
become the gold standard for chemo-radiotherapy approaches, but our data again show 
that gemcitabine is an interesting alternative, potentially for FA-HNSCC as well. 
Apoptotic resistance is recognized as one of the hallmarks of cancer, and targeting Chk1 
showed differences in cell death mechanisms. We identified MCL1 as an essential gene in 
HNSCC, and investigated its role Chapter 6. Targeting Mcl-1 using small molecule inhibitors 
is an interesting approach in HNSCC, and examination of patient tumors revealed Mcl-1 
expression in most HNSCC.
In Chapter 7, we examined many genes involved in HNSCC cell cycle control and mitotic 
progression. We describe several mitotic genes for targeted treatment of HNSCC, while 
we also uncover that CDK4/6 inhibitors which appear successful in breast cancer therapy, 
showed no obvious therapeutic value for HNSCC in vitro.
The data are put in perspective in the general discussion in Chapter 8.


